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Kyrenia Reunion September 2010 2010
Last September, 17 members, wives, associates and friends had a week together
at The DenziKizi Hotels, West of Kyrenia. The Hotel complex is owned by Niazi
who was the owner of the Kebab Shop in Paphos Street, Limassol, that Squadron
personnel used to frequent. Here we are at lunch at Niazi’s kebab restaurant in
Kyrenia. We all had a great time and hope to go back there in late-September,
2011.
We had Dinner together on the First evening, then Lunch at one of Naizi’s restaurants in Kyrenia on the following day. The week we spent together was very relaxing and apart from a little heat stroke the occasion was extremely enjoyable.

The Deniz Kizi Hotel Kyrenia
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News of Members:
Maurice (Dixie) Herron. Dixie Celebrated his 90th Birthday on 5th November. A celebration Party was held
at The Millwall Football Club. His wife Chris also had her 85th Birthday on 21st October. We wish them all the
best for future years to come.
More photos from Kyrenia
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Royal Air Force Station Amman 1954 1955.
On behalf of the Squadron Association I would like to thank Mr Stephen Norfield for the Album of negatives he sent
to the association, of photographs of 249 Squadron Aircraft and personnel taken circa 1954-1955 while the Squadron was Stationed at RAF Amman Jordan. Mr Norfield found these negatives in a car boot sale and then offered
them to the association on loan. Laurie Morton kindly agreed to print the negatives and found a number of photos
relating to 249’s stay at Amman. A number of the photos were taken at Petra and some in Damascus.
Here are a small selection.
Again, I would like to thank Stephen Norfield for his very thoughtful act in contacting the association.

Fly Past

Squadron Accommodation

Peter Noakes

Low Fly Past

Colin Chevoux

The Boys!
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Final Take Offs
Wing Commander 'Butch' Barton OBE, DFC*, MiD, died on 2 September,
aged 94.
Robert Alexander (“Butch”) Barton was flight commander of the newly-formed No 249 Squadron based in Yorkshire under Sqn Ldr John Grandy when it was transferred to Boscombe Down on August 14 1940. The aim was
to reinforce the hard-pressed fighter squadrons in the south. He was immediately in action, and the following day
shot down a Messerschmitt Bf 110 and damaged a second. Over the next three weeks, Barton's successes
mounted. On September 3, with 249 now flying from North Weald in Essex, his Hurricane was hit by return fire
from a Dornier bomber and he was forced to bale out. On his return later in the day to the squadron he was
ribbed by his colleagues for allowing himself to be shot down by a bomber.
In December 1940 Barton was promoted to take command of 249 Squadron, and he shot down two more enemy
fighters. In 1941, 249 was ordered to prepare for service in Malta, and on May 19 its Hurricanes were transferred
in Gibraltar from HMS Furious, in which they had sailed from UK, to Ark Royal and, two days later, flown off when
some 200 miles from Malta.
Barton opened his account in Malta on June 3, when he shot down an Italian
bomber, the squadron's first victory over the island. Five days later he destroyed another bomber, this time at night. Under Butch's leadership, 249
Squadron was one of the most successful fighter squadrons on the island. But
on July 31 he was lucky to survive when the engine of his
Hurricane failed
as he took off and he crashed through some Maltese walls. His injuries included second-degree burns, and he was kept in hospital for several weeks.
Yet by September he was back leading the squadron, and was soon involved in
a fierce battle with Italian fighters, during which he was credited with shooting
down one and damaging another. On 22 November he achieved his final victory when he shot down a Macchi MC202 fighter near Gozo. He spent the rest
of the war in UK and then went on to complete a full RAF career retiring in
1959.
On his return to Western Canada he lived a quiet life. Much of his time was devoted to caring for his wife, who for a long time was in poor health, and every
year they wintered in Arizona. His great passion was fishing in the rivers and
lakes of British Columbia, where he was regarded as one of the region's finest
fly fishermen, His ashes were scattered on his favourite lake in British Columbia on the morning of September 15, Battle of Britain Day.Our sympathy goes
to his son and friends.

Jack Smith died on 28 October
Jack was featured in the 2009 Newsletter and we were saddened to read this message from Melanie, his
daughter, which was posted on the web on 23 November 2010

“Jack Smith, my father who took the photo of the 249 Tempest over the pyramids, sadly passed away on 28
October 2010. Thankfully, it was sudden (not expected) and apparently he would not have known anything or
felt any pain. He had a massive heart attack. He was a legend, loved flying since he was a small boy and only
gave up flying about 3 years ago. He will be missed by all.”
Our sympathy goes out to his family and friends.
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249 squadron August 1964 to October, 1966.
Memories By Air Marshal Sir John Sutton KCB

I was asked to give an account of my time on 249 squadron for the Newsletter. I have so many wonderful memories that this article could easily have been be three or four times as long so I have had to be very selective.
For some years the Canberra Squadrons at Akrotiri had operated as a medium level bombing force, for which the
Canberra was designed, coupled with the nuclear role with delivery using the low altitude bombing system (LABS).
But it had been decided that the Akrotiri Canberras should place more emphasis on operations at low level, flying
in formations, rather like ground attack fighters, releasing bombs from a shallow dive as well as firing their 2 inch
rockets from low level.. It was because of this change that the Strike Wing Commander - Peter Latham – I, and
several others who had a fighter background were posted to the Akrotiri Canberra Wing to help introduce these
changes. The Canberra Wing still retained a medium bombing role with 249 alone providing target marking at
night, as it had done for many years.
I took over command of the squadron from Jimmy Ewen in early August 1964 and began training in LABS at the
Episcopi range and rocket firing at Larnaca. Within a couple of weeks the squadron was detached to Idris for concentrated LABS training at Tarhuna range. My first LABS bomb was a direct hit which hugely impressed the other
crews listening on the radio but that was soon shown to be a complete fluke as the next bomb missed by 800
yards.
At the end of first week of the detachment we had a squadron party. In the small hours – just as I was turning in –
I received an urgent signal. It needed decoding so, without thought and still in my happy hour shirt and with no
form of identity – I drove to the squadron offices to get the decode book out of the safe. Just as I had done so a
Libyan guard appeared complete with loaded rifle. It could have been tricky - as I could speak no Arabic and he
could speak no English – but somehow I got away with it. The signal required us to return to Akrotiri at first light. It
was Indonesian Confrontation time and Akrotiri was tasked to reinforce the Far East. I woke the Flight Sergeant in
charge of our groundcrew, told him we had to return to Akrotiri and that he was to prepare the aircraft for a 6 am
take off. I could immediately see his difficulty. I was a new squadron commander whom he hardly knew. We had
just had a wonderful party and I was still dressed in a happy hour shirt. Was this the new squadron commander’s
idea of a joke ? But it all worked out and the squadron took off at first light for Akrotiri only to find that we need not
have returned so quickly as it was No. 73 Squadron who were sent to Malaya.
Our turn to reinforce the Far East came later and we left Akrotiri for Malaya on 28th May 1965. We had a squadron
party the night before which was later to cause me some embarrassment. Corporal Jordan (whom I was delighted
to meet as Warrant Officer Jordan, Families Officer at Waddington, many years later) was so good at the limbo
that he could get beneath a pole balanced on two Carlsberg bottles. His act was, of course, the finale and the rest
of the squadron was required to get under the pole as it was gradually lowered. When my turn came I got under
the pole successfully but there was the sound of tearing calico from my right knee as I came up the other side. In
the middle of a party one does not notice these things but it was a different story a couple of days later after we
had taxied into dispersal at Gan in the Maldives. The Station Commander and all his senior staff had come out to
meet us and indeed the 249 Canberras lined up looked an impressive sight. But after such a long flight my right
knee had stiffened up. I had to be helped out of the aircraft and even then could not stand up.
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In Malaya we operated from a jungle strip at Kuantan with 200 foot trees all around. There was actually plenty of
clearance when taking off and landing but at night, when one could not see the trees, it did make us wonder. There
were no buildings – other than a wooden one for air traffic – and we worked and slept in tents. That made communication easy – one just shouted. One evening one of our dispersal guards reported that a tiger was wandering around
our aircraft and asked me what he should do about it. Fortunately the problem solved itself before I could think of an
appropriate response.
Corporal Jordan and SAC Kwaja, who manned our orderly room, were the best one could wish for and quickly arranged contracts for food, laundry and all other domestic necessities. We were warmly welcomed at the Kuantan Club
and eventually held a summer ball to repay hospitality. The floors in our tents were, of course, duckboards, which
caused some difficulty and not a little hilarity as ladies with high heels tried to dance.
In our two and a half months at Kuantan we flew a wide variety of operations – weapon training on the various ranges,
exercises with the Australian and New Zealand Air Force units based in the area and with the RAF Hunters at Tengah.
We also used a variety of bases, including those in Borneo which were also helpful in supplying spirits at real duty free
prices. So we worked hard but we played hard too.
249 was well known for playing jokes on new arrivals. It seemed that those after a long flight were especially vulnerable and this proved to be so when Flight Lieutenant Terry Smith joined us in Kuantan a couple of weeks after our
arrival. He had seen and taken part in such jokes on the squadron during the previous two years yet was completely
fooled himself. We had made a false signal which said that Terry was posted to Kuantan as adjutant and would therefore remain there long after we had left. Within moments of Terry’s arrival the real adjutant transferred to him responsibility for the imprest - large sums of cash – and left Terry to count huge piles of it. Terry started to count. The cash
was, and of course deliberately, several thousand Malay dollars short. After about an hour, when we knew Terry
would have worked out that there was a shortage, the whole squadron quietly surrounded the open sided tent and
stood and watched him struggle with the figures. He looked up somewhat sheepishly but it was only when we gave
him a beer that he realised, with huge relief, that his leg was being pulled.
We were replaced at Kuantan by 6 squadron in early August. As our aircraft had many hours before major servicing
was due, it was decided that they would be left for 6 squadron to use, with 6 squadron aircrew travelling from Akrotiri
to Changi in transport aircraft with their ground crew. We would then fly home the same way and use their aircraft
until they returned. As it happened, our reputation for playing jokes on new arrivals caused a real problem on this
changeover. Following a major accident in UK, all Hastings were grounded and so on arrival at Changi, 6 squadron
were told to board buses and three tonners to undertake the rather uncomfortable 8 hour journey to Kuantan. The
reaction from 6 squadron was that this was just another joke by 249 and they were not about to be taken in by it. It
took a very long time before the members of 6 squadron could be persuaded to undertake the long journey by road.
Being a member of 249 in the middle sixties – whether aircrew or ground crew – was an exciting experience and gave
us all huge interest and variety. Operating in formations at low level – which we did for much of the time – certainly
added to the interest. In those days we had bases all round the Mediterranean, and also flew regularly to all the gulf
airfields and as far as Aden. Detachments were common so there were great opportunities for the ground crew to
work in different locations too. The squadron had its own ground crew which meant how we operated was very much
up to us. 249 always had a reputation for excellence and fortunately we were able to maintain it. Then Wing had set
up competitions in 6 different specialisations which were judged every 6 months. 249 usually won 5 out of the 6.

But that way of life was soon to end, not just for me but for the squadron. Against all our arguments, centralised servicing was introduced a couple of months before I left. As those who served at Akrotiri after me will confirm, all our
predictions were borne out. The aircrew lost contact with the ground crew and - like morale – monthly flying hours
plummeted.
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I was particularly fortunate in that 249 qualified for its Royal Standard during my tour and that is an occasion where –
unusually – a lowly squadron commander is given huge freedom to decide who should present the standard and how
the ceremony should be conducted. It also meant that it was the squadron that had to pay the bills but at least we
had lots of time to prepare. One of the ground crew – and sadly I do not remember who – suggested that we should
hire a 136 seat Britannia and run a charter flight in the summer. At first that idea seemed well over the top but it actually made a lot of sense. Wembley was the venue for the 1966 World Cup so we could fill the outbound aircraft
with Mums and Dads coming for a Cyprus holiday and to see their offspring and fill the return flight with Cypriots
wanting to go to London for the World Cup. A return flight two weeks later would suit both. So we went ahead and
at one time the squadron fund, which at best usually had a balance of £50, was £8800 in debt. It was lot of work for
some – in particular Mike Goodwin who masterminded the project – and at one time I was not sure whether I was
running a squadron or an airline booking office. But it all turned out well and we made £1600 profit which in those
days was a huge amount of money. It enabled us to have rather splendid gold edged programmes, buy a silver cigarette case for the reviewing officer, have an all ranks lunch and a ball that evening.
As a squadron leader in 1940 John Grandy reformed 249 at Church Fenton and was its squadron commander during
the Battle of Britain. In 1966 he was the RAF Commander in Chief, Far East and I felt was the obvious choice to present the Standard. His initial response to my request was that it would be more appropriate for the Standard to be
presented by a member of the Royal Family. I said “No, we want you” and he agreed. Although preparations for the
Standard Presentation took many months, no real interest had been shown in what preparations were being made
for 249’s big day. All that changed when it was announced, a few months before the October date, that John Grandy
was to be the next Chief of the Air Staff. Suddenly 249’s Standard Presentation was seen to be very important indeed. !!
. Air Chief Marshal Sir John Grandy and his wife stayed at Akrotiri for a few days and charmed everyone. The presentation day was a most memorable occasion and it all went like clockwork. For me it was a magical end to a most
enjoyable tour as I handed over to Alan Hastings the next day.

ACM Sir John and Lady Grandy
with Squadron Leader John Sutton C.O. 249 Squadron

F.O John Evans receiving
the Standard form ACM
Sir John Grandy
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Venom Crews

December 57

Lac Thorne Sgt Ken Ball Bob Whitfield Sqn Nav
Cpl Byrne

Sqn Navs Taff Wilby Geordie Carless W.O Faye

Cpl Bob Byrne F Lt Paddy Cardwell

Cpl Mick West Bob WhitField f Sgt Bob Bond
A FLT Chiefy

Sqd Ldr Motley 249 Boss Dec 57
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Canberra Crews
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More Photographs

Venom FB Mk4 of 249 Squadron RAF Ak-

Thorne, Geordie Carless, Taff Wilby, 249
Sqn Dec 57

An Article from the Times of Cyprus after the Squadron Won the Sassoon Trophy
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Chairman’s Appeal
When I took over from Mac McCaig as Hon Secretary and Treasurer in October, 2000, the Association’s funds were
just under £1100. As I write, our funds stand at £600 but that is before deduction of the estimated £350 cost of printing and distributing this Newsletter (about £1.40 per copy). And this coming year we have also to meet our two-yearly
website subscription of about £50. So, our funds are nearing the point where some aggressive life-support is required. In plain English, we need to increase our funds.
Our only income items are membership subscriptions, the very occasional and welcome donation, and the raffle at
the NW Reunion, which raises a net £100. The North Weald Reunion itself just about breaks even.
In 2000, the membership subscription was £5 for life and we had about 210 members, including about 15 overseas.
It really wasn’t expected that the Association would last much longer, bearing in mind that the Squadron had been
disbanded for over 40 years.
However, with the introduction of an expanded Newsletter from November, 2000, and then of a website, our expenses increased significantly and, to our surprise, so did the membership which, despite the ravages of Father
Time, now stands at about 240, including associate members, with 30 overseas members.
The membership subscription remained £5 for some years and was then modestly increased to £8.50, but that included a 249 lapel badge (cost £3). It is now £18, including a 249 Sqn tie (cost £9). An additional £2 charge has now
been applied for overseas applicants for membership in recognition of the increased postal costs. While we could
increase the membership charge, we receive few applications for membership these days.
So, as Chairman, I make no apology is asking those of you with more than about three or more years’ membership to consider making a donation, I suggest, of at least £5 to help sustain the Association over the next few
years. Please make your cheque payable to “ 249 Squadron Association” and send it to Mr T Cullen, Hon. Secretary
and Treasurer, 12 Bywell Avenue. South Shields, Tyne and Wear NE 34 6RP.
Terry Gill
Chairman (pro tem), No 249 Squadron Association.
6 Jan 11

The New Secretary

Pictured above is a photograph of yours truly, the new Secretary who has taken over the reins from Terry Gill. He is
supporting the number 53 as part of the 249 Squadron triumphant go-cart team at a meeting in Nicosia during 1961.
For those members who don’t know me I left the Royal Air Force in 1963, I continued working as a civilian with the
Royal Air Force until 1974 when I moved into the industrial electronics industry as controller of electronic maintenance
with Allan Bradley Electronics. In the 80’s I worked in the middle east as a commissioning engineer in the oil industry. I
returned to The U.K in 1987 and formed a maintenance team for the power supply division of The Nuclear Fusion experiment (JET) at Culham Labs. After the project had achieved fusion I transferred to Sellafield and worked there for
three periods in the 90’s and 2000’s.
I also did another spell in the middle east instructing in electronics and instrumentation. I retired in August last year from
Sellafield. I am married to my wife of 51 years ,Moira. We have three children our eldest Sean was born at Akrotiri when
I was serving with 249. He subsequently served 22 years as a rigger with the Royal Air Force.
I hope to carry on as Secretary in the footsteps of Terry Gill who has done a magnificent job.
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249 SQUADRON A.T.C. ACTIVITIES 2010.
Once again, 249 Squadron attended the annual athletics meeting for Sussex Wing. It was held in Crawley and we sent a team of 16 cadets. We had a very successful day, winning the Senior Girls’ Team trophy and
coming second in the Senior Boys’ competition. Overall, we came away with 19 medals and five cadets were chosen to represent Sussex Wing in the Regional Athletics Meeting.
Although we are part of the AIR Training Corps, flying this past year has amounted to just four gliding
slots at Kenley and three flying places at RAF Wyton. Partly this is because of the recent tragic accidents, which
have resulted in heavy restrictions being put in place such as reducing the number of cadets that can be flown in
a day, cutting down on the amount of time flown by the pilots and tighter age restrictions placed on pilots. However, it does seem that the current financial cuts being experienced by the armed forces will also lead to a reduction in flying.
Our resident musician, Cpl. Alex Seviour, took part in the Cadet 150 Royal Review in July. The salute
was taken, in The Mall, by the Prince of Wales. Cpl. Seviour was there in the Corps band, playing the bass tuba.
He always stands out, not just because of his smart appearance but at 6’ 7”, he really does have a presence. The
cadets also helped at band concerts to help raise money for RAFA, once in June and again in December. At the
latter concert, Cpl. Seviour was invited to join Wealden Brass, the regular band at these concerts and he played a
solo to great acclaim.
June also saw the Hailsham Armed Forces day event. 249 Squadron attended with the Wing mobile
climbing wall and this proved to be a great attraction. The wall was in use again at Airborne, the annual Eastbourne free air show, where it was also a good fund raiser. The mobile climbing wall has been in use by Sussex
Wing for almost two years now and as the squadron CO, Flt Lt. Neil Banks is also the Wing Adventure Training
Officer and holds the necessary qualifications to use the wall, we have been fortunate to be able to have access
to it on a number of occasions.
The annual summer camp was held at RAF Scampton this year. I say Scampton but, because it is hardly
operational any more, the cadets were accommodated at Kirton-in-Lindsey and were bussed in each day. They
were able to visit the Red Arrows hangar but the display team itself was off-station most of the week on its summer tour. Sgt. (ATC) Rose Atherton was the member of staff from the squadron and she accompanied three cadets from 249. It seems that the days of a whole squadron going away in the summer are now past. There are
fewer stations able to accommodate cadets and other difficulties led to camps at RAF Aldergrove and one other
station being cancelled.
On a brighter note, 2010 was the tenth anniversary of the elevation of the former detached flight to full
squadron status. The annual presentation in July was attended by a number of dignitaries, including the Lord
Lieutenant of East Sussex, Peter Field, the mayor of Hailsham, Mr. Terry Gill and the three former COs of the
squadron. There was a 10th birthday cake, too!
In July, we welcomed a new member of staff, Plt. Off. Craig Thomson, who transferred to us from 55
Woodford and Bramhall Squadron near Manchester. He is now the Squadron Adjutant, a post that has not been
held by a uniformed member of staff since the squadron was founded.
Our first appointment in September was at North Weald where we were honoured to attend the 249
Squadron RAF re-union. A detachment of cadets, under the guidance of Flt. Sgt. (ATC) Tina Calvert, paraded the
squadron banner and the party was made up by Flg. Off. Katie Calvert and David Calvert, Flt. LT. RAF VR(T)
Rtd. Quite a family outing! The cadets always enjoy this trip and there is much chatter on the minibus trip back to
darkest Sussex.
The following week, the Flt. Sgt. went off to Cranwell to undergo (I think that is the word) her drill instructor course. She said that it was the hardest course she had ever attended. Most of the instruction was given by a
WO from the RAF Regiment and he takes no prisoners. However, Tina survived and at Christmas, she was presented with her official pace stick, which had been purchased by the cadets, staff and Civilian Committee members of the squadron. She now has something with which to keep a former Flt. Lt. under control.
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At the end of September, 249 participated in the Sussex Wing Field Weekend. This takes place over the Saturday
and Sunday and includes a number of competitions such as drill, shooting, first aid, adventure training and so on.
For the third year in succession, the squadron came away with the Adventure Training Team trophy. They also
came third in a new competition – Banner Drill. Of course, our new DI will have to see to it that they win it in 2011!
We assisted, as usual with the Wings Appeal and attended the Battle of Britain service. In November, we
helped with the poppy collection and managed to raise over £600. On Remembrance Sunday itself, we attended
one of the wettest Remembrance Parades I can ever recall. Despite having wet weather jackets, the rain did find
its way through eventually. I did feel sorry for the Army Cadets, the Guides, Scouts, Cubs and Brownies, none of
whom had any kind of wet weather gear. The parade itself was one of the biggest in memory and was led by two
fine bagpipers. It was estimated that there was a total of over 600 people present, both on the parade and at the
memorial, not bad for a small market town.
The year ended with a bit of an anti-climax. The annual Christmas gathering at Crowborough Training
Camp was brought forward a week because last year, heavy snow caused major difficulties. This time it had to be
cancelled because of – heavy snow.
The squadron’s numbers are being maintained in the mid-30s, a healthy number and they are all looking
forward to new challenges and excitements in 2011.
David Calvert, Flt. Lt. RAF VR(T) Retd.

Flt Sgt Calvert Being Presented with her Drill Stick By

Cpl Alex Huthison receives an award form The Lord
Lieutenant of Sussex, Mr Peter Field

Wing Athletics

Banner Drill Team
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249 ATC Squadron at the 2010 Remembrance parade
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Service at North Weald’s Gate Guardian on 12 September to commemorate
those who lost their lives whilst serving at the airfield during the Battle of Britain,
1940.
This fine event was the unveiling and dedication of six slate plaques on a block in front of the Hurricane Gate
Guardian at the entrance to the airfield, together with laying of wreathes and flowers. The plaques list the names
of the pilots killed in action from the nine squadrons based, at various times, at North Weald during the Battle of
Britain and also the men of the Essex and Royal Anglian Regiments who died during the air raid on North Weald
airfield on 3 Sep 40.
The event was devised and master-minded by one SAC Joel Diggles from RAF Odiham where is he is in the
Logistics Section and recently back from his second Afghanistan tour with the Chinooks. He persuaded various
organisations, including the Epping District Council, the N. Weald Parish Council, the RAFA, and the Essex and
Royal Anglian Regimental Associations to fund the arrangements and the net result was that he had a splendid
programme to dedicate the plaques.
56 (R) Squadron Standard Bearer and Colour Party were present with their Squadron Colours, together with Wg
Cdr Steve Larry, their CO and who did the unveiling, and one of their veterans from 1940. Also present were the
North Weald Mayor, six Standard Bearers from local Branches of the RBL and RAFA; and representatives from
46 Squadron Association, 1 Squadron RCAF (actually the Canadian Air Adviser and his wife), 249 Squadron,
(Dixie Herron, Terry Gill, Tommy Cullen, and Arthur Moreton, airfield historian), the Essex Regimental
Association, the Royal Anglian Regimental Association, together with representatives from the Battle of Britain
Association, the Spitfire Association and many more.
Joel Diggles also planned for a Hurricane flypast but the weather (rain and low cloud) ruled that out. Instead, a
Basset in RAF markings came out of the clouds and flew by at just the right time. There was a good turnout of
locals and the press and afterwards we all repaired to the Control Tower for coffee and snacks and to dry out.
All told, it was a really fine occasion and Joel and his long-suffering wife who took on the organising while he was
in Afghanistan, deserve the greatest praise. It seems Joel Diggles’ interest in North Weald stems from a friend
who, at the age of 9, witnessed a 56 Squadron pilot dying in a crash-landing in Romford during the Battle of
Britain. The story clearly left a lasting impression on Joel and he sprang into action when he read about the Gate
Guardian at North Weald about 18 months ago.
He and his wife have been invited to attend our North Weald Reunion next August and he assured Terry that they
will attend, subject, of course, to Joel not being back in Afghanistan!
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249 Squadron Association Reunion at North Weald 4 September 2010
Led by Air Marshal Sir John Sutton, we met at 11.00hrs at the war memorial at North Weald to hold a wreath laying ceremony in memory of those Squadron Members who lost their lives during the battle of Britain. The wreath
was laid by Tom Neil and Dixie Herron in honour of the memory of:
Plt Off Robert Flemming, Flt Lt Denis Parnall, Flg Off Percival Burton, Plt Off James Meaker, Sgt Edward Bayley,
AC Thomas Saunders, and Plt Off William Millington.
We laid Crosses in memory of Flt Lt James Brindley Nicolson VC on the 70th anniversary of his gallant Action
and MRAF Sir John Grandy the Squadron C.O. after it was reformed in 1940. The Crosses were laid by Ft Lt
Nicholson’s nephew James Nicolson and Sir John Grandy’s son John Grandy.
Those members and associates of the Squadron who passed away in 2010 were also remembered,
Bob Fox, Phil Williamson, Bob Potts, Shirley Guard, Peter Bucke, Derek Welton Maurice Smith.
The Guard of honour was supplied by 249 Millennium Squadron ATC.
After the ceremony we all retired to The Squadron for refreshments and the renewal of old friendships.
Tom Neil Gave us a vivid description of the action while he was with the squadron during the battle of Britain.
James Nicolson gave a presentation of his uncle’s heroic action together with a recording of an interview Flt Lt
Nicolson gave to the BBC after receiving his VC.
The afternoon concluded with the drawing of the raffle. Finally before we left Sir John announced that Terry Gill
was retiring as Hon Sec and Treasurer and his position was being filled by Tommy Cullen. Terry has taken up the
position of Squadron Association Chairman. We would like to thank him for the superb job he has done for the
last decade as Secretary and wish him well for the future
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